Education in Motion, LLC
Presents

CALM THE CHAOS® CONFERENCE

Featuring Author/Speaker/NBCT Dayna Abraham

Designed for Pediatric Therapists and Educators

MAY 10TH-11TH, 2019
HOLIDAY INN: FARGO, ND

Continuing Education Available!!

Questions? Contact Kelsey
EducationInMotionLLC@outlook.com
REVOLUTIONIZE THE WAY YOU APPROACH BEHAVIOR

Discover the Step-by-Step System for Handling any Challenging Behavior in Your Classroom or Clinic

Diffusing aggression, defiance, hyperactivity, sensitivity, or distraction, peacefully and effectively with this proven system

REGISTER @ CALMTHECHAOS2019.TYPEFORM.COM/TO/VIF8PS

COST:
BEFORE APRIL 1: $375.00/PERSON
AFTER APRIL 1: $395.00/PERSON

DISCOUNT WHEN REGISTERING 3+: $350.00

INVOICE WILL BE SENT WITHIN 24 HOURS